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GHOST KILLERS MOVIE, LLC

INTRODUCTION:
Ghost Killers is a coupling of horror and comedy written by Carl Rimi and Stacey Steele.
Carl has been an actor and stand up comic for over 20 years and has really fine tuned his voice in
comedy. He has delivered that voice to this script in its entirety bringing all of his characters to life
with witty dialogue and quick transitions.
While Stacey is newer to the comedy game, she has been on the stage for over 20 years as both a
singer and an actor. She has years of experience as a producer and production manager on feature
films, shorts, and web series, in both the comedy and horror genres - making the Rimi-Steele
collaboration on GK a natural collaboration and a perfect match.
The story idea came from mutual friend, Kurt Weichert (Weichert Media) and was further developed
by Mr. Rimi and Ms. Steele to create an Indy feature horror comedy about creating a ghost hunting
reality show.

THE SPECS:
*Ghost Killers is a coupling of horror and comedy written by Carl Rimi & Stacey Steele (idea by Kurt Weichert).
*GK is an Indy feature horror comedy about a team of vagrants creating a ghost hunting reality show.
*GK will have a PG-13 rating.
*GK has some scary moments, some really creepy
moments, and a whole lot of funny moments
making fun of the horror genre without becoming
spoofy. It’s horror. It’s comedy. It’s action. It’s smart.
GK has something for everyone!
*Ghost Killers is a completely unique comedy
horror film, but if you had to compare GK to other
movies, you might say it was like the Conjuring
meets Spies Like Us.
*GK has a target demographic from 28-38, both male and female.
*GK has already shot a 20 min Proof of Concept and we are more than happy to show it to you!

THE LOGLINE:
An ambitious ghost hunter is persuaded by his deadbeat ex brother-inlaw into making a reality show using a team consisting of a clairvoyant
Punjabi stripper, an African American ex-convict demonologist, and a
high strung, LPDP/wannabe cameraman.
(In a nutshell: Richard tries to convince Greg that he found the perfect team to
create the “best ghost hunting reality show on television” because they need to find
a way to make money together and cut this “I do this for a hobby” nonsense.
Although Richard starts out as the protagonist, the audience roots for the whole
team throughout the first act. Unfortunately, they kill their first client and are
forced to perform an exorcism after getting lost in the woods in act 2. The spirit of
the client has possessed one of the team and now it is up to the rest of them to
“Google the demon back to hell” so they can get their beloved team member back…
They find all kinds of trouble along the way, but do wind up getting enough footage
to land their reality show… Woohoo! This sets
them up for act 3, where they have to decide if they
should continue working for the big wig producers
or do it on their own).

THE CHARACTERS:
The Team:
Greg: Avid Ghosthunter, always oblivious (Jeremy Piven)

GREG

Richard: Resident Jerkoﬀ, always inappropriate(Carl Rimi)

RICHARD

Pria: Supposed Clairvoyant, definite Punjabi Stripper (Stacey Steele)
Carl: Definite ex convict bodybuilder, supposed Demonologist (Jack Covington III)

PRIA

Freddy: Feisty little person, wanna be camera man AKA the “LPDP” (Drew Rin Varick)
CARL

The Evil:
Janice: First client, definite lunatic, possible demon
Sheryl: Little girl, possible demon
Harold: Older gentleman, possible demon
The Innocents:
Man & Woman 1: Just want to know who’s in their home
Man & Woman 2: Sort of think Janice is still possessing their home
New Team Member:
Chase: Also an avid ghost hunter with his own business, wants to join forces to get on TV

FREDDY

THE STORY:
ACT 1:
The Perfect Formula
to Create the Pilot Episode
of the
BEST GHOST HUNTING REALITY SHOW
on Television…

Richard accompanies Greg on a ghost hunt and when things go awry, he
becomes a bumbling idiot. After apologizing, Richard asks Greg how much
they made on the job today. Greg states, “ghost hunting is just my hobby, we
don’t make anything”. Richard, totally aghast, replies that they must figure out
a way to change that so he assembles a team of vagrants including Pria, a
Pakistani clairvoyant stripper, Carl, an ex convict Demonologist and Freddy, a
feisty, easily agitated LPDP to form the Ghost Killers. Their goal is to now
create the “best ghost hunting reality show on television”.

ACT 2:
The team goes on their first oﬃcial ghost hunt where
they meet Janice, a strange old lady with a haunted
past. She asks to speak with her late husband Harold,
who is quite possibly upset with her. Richard leaves
the team’s seance to use the restroom and finds all
kinds of trouble; lights turning on and oﬀ, a cliche
spooky doll in a moving rocking chair, and a little girl drowning in the bathtub who asks him to
help her. He yells for assistance from the Ghost Killers to save him from the depths of probable
hell. In helping Richard, the team accidentally kills their first client who’s soul leaves her body and
possesses Carl unbeknownst to the rest of them. They leave the house - void of fingerprints and
anything to prove that they “were ever even here” - to avoid the cops and wind up lost in the woods.
In searching for Carl, Richard concludes that Janice killed her husband and daughter and convicts the team to “live to ghost
hunt another day”. At that moment, the team tries to leave and they realize that the Janice-demon has moved into Freddy’s
body! They now need to “Google the demon back to hell” through an exorcism that Pria may or may not be able to
perform. The team finally get rid of the demon and amazingly enough, the camera had been recording the whole time
leaving them with a great pilot episode to pitch to the networks. And they get their show!!!
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ACT 3:
A few months later, Richard is doing their dailies and introduces the Ghost Killers to Chase, a possible new team member
who already has his own show and wants to join forces. They all decide that they don’t need big money producers or a huge
IG following to make it and they would rather go back to basic old school ghost hunting on their own when they get the call
to investigate the same home where Janice used to live! The team runs over to perform another seance during which Janice
returns and takes over Pria’s body! Cue rock music...

